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Abstract

This paper basically explains an implementation of instructional systems development for preschool education. It is explained that what Instructional Design Model means, why it is required and the importance of using it. One of the main issues related to Instructional Design Models is the applicability of models. Some experts criticize the models because of their theory based structure and not being suitable for implementation process. In this paper, an instructional design for technology enhanced learning environment in Preschool Education was implemented by ISD (Instructional Systems Development) model. As first step, because of presence of different models, it is discussed that which model is the best for designing technology adapted learning environment in Preschool level. Within the paper, each step of Instructional Design Model is examined, and its applicability is discussed. At some points, chosen model might have some deficiencies and the solutions to fill the deficiencies take part within the paper. As benefit of the study, an ISD model suitable for technology based learning environment in preschool level is suggested. The practitioners like teachers, instructional designers, instructional technologist might use the model when they will prepare a technology based learning environment for preschool education. The main purpose of this paper is examining the applicability of ISD models for the purpose of Instructional Design for Technology Enhanced Learning Environment in Preschool Education. At the beginning of the paper, the need analysis has been done and the need for using an ISD models has been recognized. The paper is basically related to design and implement a technology enhanced instructional design for preschool education and utilizing ISD models for this purpose. The research method of the study is developmental research. The aim of this study is creation of knowledge related to practicality of ISD models for technology enhanced instructional design in Preschool Education. For developmental research, the main thing is “to systematically examine the products, tools, processes, and models in order to provide reliable, usable information to both practitioners and theorists” (Richey and Klein, 2005). In this study, applicability of different ISD models is examined and evaluated and bring most suitable model forward. The paper serves as a basis for model construction and theorizing for instructional design for the benefit of practitioners of the field.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this paper is examining the applicability of ISD models for the purpose of Instructional Design for Technology Enhanced Learning Environment in Preschool Education. At the beginning of the paper, the need analysis has been done and the need for using an ISD models has been recognized. The paper is basically related to design and implement a technology enhanced instructional design for preschool education and utilizing ISD models for this purpose.
1.1 Study method

The research method of the study is developmental research. Developmental research is being defined as "opposed to simple instructional development, has been defined as the systematic study of designing, developing, and evaluating instructional programs, processes, and products that must meet criteria of internal consistency and effectiveness" (Richey, 1994). Especially in instructional technology field, this method seems important. The main aim of developmental research is to emphasize the product development process and the evaluation of product (Richey and Klein, 2005). This paper is written to

• To synthesise of opinions related to the use of models
• To suggest improvements for similar kind of projects
• To make explanations for encountered failures of success while applying the model
• To suggest a revised model that might be best appropriate model for similar projects.

As it is seen above, the aim of this study is creation of knowledge related to practicality of ISD models for technology enhanced instructional design in Preschool Education. For developmental research, the main thing is "to systematically examine the products, tools, processes, and models in order to provide reliable, usable information to both practitioners and theorists" (Richey and Klein, 2005). In this study, we try to examine and evaluate the applicability of models and bring most suitable model forward. The paper serves as a basis for model construction and theorizing for instructional design.

1.2 Related researches

In literature, it is possible to see developing ISD models for different contexts as a result of the lack of current ISD models. There are many examples in mathematics, science, online environments or teacher education about developing new ISD models for best training strategies. Ravitz (1997) developed an ISD model for constructivist online learning environment for K-12 students and teachers. He found some problems with the traditional ISD approach to use it for online learning communities and decided to reconstruct the model. At the end of the study, Ravitz presented a new ISD model contains the components of management, front end analysis, design, development, implementation, evaluation and dissemination. Paquette (2001) examined the new challenges to ISD by the growth of web-based learning and then he presented a new ISD model for Tele learning Systems Engineering. With this new model, new instructional principles were given in the study for web-based learning and learning management. Angeli and Valanides (2005) evaluated the ISD model based on an expanded view of Shulman’s pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and they conducted a research with teacher candidates. As a result of the study they modified the ISD model for ICT courses in elementary teacher education. Ruark (2008) proposed to replace the ADDIE model with an evidence-based practice (EBP) model for training curriculum. So, he developed the Apple Peel model especially emphasizes the tasks, knowledge, skills and attitudes. Ruark argued that using the EBP model will cause better scores in learning and behaviour transfer. Özdemir and Uyangör (2011) made a research to develop a new ISD model appropriate for mathematics education. They analysed many ISD models such as ADDIE, ARCS and ASSURE models and at the end of the study they developed a new ISD model for mathematics education based on ASSURE and Dick and Carey model. Özkan (2012) studied on a research on constructivism and constructivist learning environments. Because of the nature of constructivist approach, he revised the traditional ISD model and gave an example of constructivist ISD model in his study and focused on constructivist learning process as the center of the new ISD model. All these researches show that according to the needs of learning community, ISD models can be revised and new models can be developed by instructional designers.

As it is mentioned above, using an ISD model would be beneficial to enable the member of groups to work synchronized and put an qualified, effective and efficient job forward. After deciding to use an ISD model, the issue is to determine the most appropriate model. To be able to decide most appropriate model, the needs of targeted instructional design are directive. In the following parts of the paper, the needs of technology enhanced learning environment for preschool education and how chosen model meets the needs of it have been elaborated. First, what the ISD model is and why people need to use such models are explained. Then, more specifically, the needs of technology enhanced instructional design have been mentioned and the justification of which ISD model is appropriate for such instructional design. After determining appropriate ISD model, what has been done in each step of the model has been elaborated. That's why; this paper becomes a guide that shows how a technology enhanced instructional design for preschool level should be pursued to be able to work synchronized and acquires successful results by revealing practicality of ISD.
models.

1.3 Theoretical Framework

1.1.1 What Instructional Systems Development Model is

Instructional Design Model is kind of visual problem solving process which is useful not to overlook important points while preparing the instruction (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005). Instructional Design Models basically deliberate the components of instructional design process and emphasize the relationship within them. Each model is reliable resource because they are built upon theories and are tested by researches (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005). Models are useful to plan, develop, evaluate and manage instructional process effectively (Kemp, Morrison and Ross, 2004).

1.1.2 Types of ISD models

There are six main types of ISD models described in the literature by Şimşek (2013). These are; core, linear, flexible, interactive, intuitive and composite models. Core model is a comprehensive type that gives the main and basic components of ISD models. ADDIE is the most common core model and also Briggs (1997) model with dissemination component is the pioneering model for core models. Linear models are based on standard systems view and the whole process follows consecutive steps. Dick and Carey (2005) model is the most common linear model. Flexible models are against to the linear models in terms of following a sequence. They have components and according to the needs instructional designer can start from any of the component in a flexible model. Kemp, Morrison and Ross (2004) model can be given as a flexible ISD model. Interactive models do not follow a linear or cyclical route. Instead of it, between the components there is always a feedback component in interactive models. US Air Forces model is a type of interactive ISD models. Intuitive models criticize the systematic approach of the ISD models and give the opportunity to instructional designers to create new ideas in instructional process. Tripp and Bichelmeyer’s (1990) Rapid prototyping model is an intuitive type of ISD models. Composite models are developed with getting together the core and interactive models. This model first groups the steps related with each other and then makes a sequence between the groups. Seels and Glasgow model is an example of composite models (Şimşek, 2013).

1.4 Analysing the needs

1.1.3 The Requirement of Using Instructional Systems Development Model

A systematic approach is needed to be able to form effective learning environment. Designing an effective learning environment is a complex process and it should be considered as project approach (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005). A project is limited by number of staff, budget and time. All these resources have to be used very efficiently (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005). That's why; a model which has clear goals is required. If people do not use a model, there might be some disconnection between the components of projects. It turns into labour, time consuming and costly (Kemp, Morrison and Ross, 2004). However, the critical point here is the extent of the project. If it is easy learning task, using an Instructional Design Model might be time consuming and workload. In the critique paper of Gordon and Zemke, which is called "The attack on ISD", they argue that using an ISD model for a learning design is time consuming and it is too complex (2000). This point of view might be right for shallow instructional design such as a unit plan, but for more complex instructional design, using ISD models will be saver. Important points in instructional design will not be overlooked (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005).

Another benefit of using ISD model is to systematize instructional design. Otherwise, it will be like an art, the designer's ability will be very important. However, there are lots of people who need to design a learning environment, and as novice designers they need to use a model (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005). In that way, it becomes like a science which might be learned easier.

1.1.4 Specials Needs and Requirements of Instructional Design for Technology Enhanced Learning Environment in Preschool Education

The aim of paper is creating an appropriate model for technology enhanced instructional design for preschool education. Each instructional design might have different needs depending on level of the instructional that will be applied on and chosen learning environment.

First of all, to implement a technology supported instructional design for preschool students, specialists has
to be different fields such as instructional technology and preschool teacher education. Also, students, teachers in school, manager of school, instructional technologist should work together. Using a model will organize project process and each one in the project will know their roles and responsibilities clearly.

For technology supported learning environments, technological capabilities of learners and instructors will be critical. That's why, analysing their capabilities will be crucial.

Thirdly, the role of teacher in preschool level is very important. Teachers lead students all the time. That's why, for learning environment, instructional guidance for teachers should be prepared. Guidance should include detailed steps that teacher do in class and give advices to teachers.

Generally, the classes in preschool level are creative. Classes might not be similar each other. That's why, the capabilities of classroom, the place that teacher can walk, the students sit are all important points.

For the technological capabilities of teachers, and for the new learning environment, teachers should be educated. In the development process of such learning environment, this step should be overlooked. Otherwise, the capability of learning environment cannot be used effectively and efficiently.

Instructor is the main guide of this process. Because of the age of target group, they will not be allowed to use the computer; there will be no activities for their use. Instructors see the directions from their own computer screen and they project the other screen to the whiteboard. We have four main parts in this children screen. These parts actually reflect the scientific problem solving process. They are given below with their explanations;

2 IMPROVING OPTIMUM ISD MODEL BY CONSIDERING THE NEEDS OF INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN FOR TECHNOLOGY ENHANCED LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN PRESCHOOL LEVEL

In this part of the paper, by considering common ISD models which are; ADDIE model, systematic design of instruction model of Dick, Carey and Carey (2005) and effective instruction design model of Morrison, Ross and Kemp (2004), most suitable model for technology enhanced learning environment has been improved.

There are many differences within aforementioned models. To be able to decide the optimum model for the project, it is crucial to know the differences within models, limitations and strengths of each model.

First of all ADDIE model (see Fig. 1), it actually represents the first letter contained in each of the five separate elements of this model: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. It is clearly seen that this model covers five main components of an instructional design.

There are many criticisms for the practicality of this model. Firstly, according to Gordon and Zemke, ADDIE model is ineffective and inefficient (2000). This means that, it does not necessarily lead to the best instructional solutions, nor does it provide solutions in a timely or efficient manner. That's why, according to them, this model is not the way that designers do their work. For technology enhanced learning environments, using such systematic models is not ineffective and inefficient. They might become ineffective.
and inefficient for small projects. Secondly, for some practitioners, this model is very systematic. For ISD models, their applicability is important for the practitioners. To supply this applicability, this criticize has been considered for the model that will be improved. Last criticism is related to its content. This model says what the steps are while preparing an instructional design; it does not clarify how the designers can do it (Çağıltay and Göktaş, 2013). That means, the model does not provide a detailed framework to be able to implement technology enhanced learning environment. For preschool instructional designs, generally teachers are responsible for this and they might not be experienced and they need a model that clarifies more how a designer handles with the design process. According to the needs of intended learning environment design, this model is not the appropriate one.

Secondly, the model of Dick, Carey and Carey, is one of the common and popular model for systems approach. In contrast with ADDIE model, this model is more detailed. It is the biggest strengths of the model that even novice designers can easily understand the model and apply it. This model (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005) consists of nine procedural steps or linear sequences (see Figure 2).

![Fig. 2. Dick, Carey and Carey Model](image)

Model is generally classified as "systems oriented model". That's why, for big instructional development projects, it will be beneficial to use such model. In this model, teachers, students, materials and learning environment are all crucial components for learning and each step is crucial that cannot be skipped (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005). Because of its rigidity, it is logical to use such model for the designers who work in teams. Each member of the team will be aware of each step clearly (Fer, 2009). Another strength of this model is its explanation way with examples. For novice designers, such examples are crucial to understand the model adequately. That's why, for technology enhanced learning instructional design, it is really near to be appropriate. However, for this instructional design, model has some deficiencies in application level in terms of the needs. Teacher education and how activities, resources will be presented to learners are not mentioned in model, but they are crucial steps for technology enhanced instructional design because the audience is preschool students. In this age level, the role of teacher is crucial to direct the students effectively; otherwise they will lose themselves during the activities. This model can be used with some supplementation.

Lastly, the model of Morrison, Ross and Kemp, is a circular model. Nine steps are interdependent (see Figure 3). That means this model is different from others in terms of sequencing. It has no target starting point. Designer can start any point and go on (Kemp, Morrison and Ross, 2004). Because of this flexibility, it is seen that more creativity is allowed in this model. This might be an advantage or disadvantage according to the application area and the designers. If the application area is known well before, and the designer has enough experience, this model can be used to induce time for application. However, if novice designer determines using this model and does not have enough experience before, some problems will occur during the process. Some points might be easily overlooked in that case. By regarding mentioned instructional design, there might be many novice designers like preschool teachers. Not to overlook some important steps, using more systematic model will be appropriate.
To sum up, the needs of the technology enhanced learning environment design for preschool education and strengths of models have been considered, using Dick, Carey and Carey (2005) model with some supplementation will be appropriate. The model that has been improved is seen below. The details of each step will be clarified later on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Suggestions for each step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifying instructional goals</td>
<td><strong>For students</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cognitive: Problem solving and critical thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Psychomotor: Eye and hand coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Affective: Attitude toward technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>For teachers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Technology education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Technology acceptance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Technology capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducting instructional analysis</td>
<td>Domains of learning of Gagne (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Verbal information, intellectual skills (affective domain),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>psychomotor skills (behaviourist domain), attitudes and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cognitive strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysing learning environment components</td>
<td>Learners, instructors, physical conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysing instructor level of learning</td>
<td>Technology acceptance, Level of technology usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing objectives</td>
<td>Performance based objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing assessment instruments</td>
<td>Performance based assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing instructional strategy</td>
<td>Social, constructivist, behaviourist (because of age)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing and selecting instructional</td>
<td>Concrete, visual materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting the instruction</td>
<td>Gaining attention, informing learner of the objective, stimulating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Designing and conducting formative evaluation of instruction
Revising instruction
Designing and conducting summative evaluation

3  APPLICABLE STEPS OF PRESENTED/SUGGESTED ISD MODEL

3.1  Identifying instructional goals

All instructional processes should begin with identifying the instructional goals according to chosen model. National education principles give the performance and needs for the preschool children and instructional designers determine and choose the best approach to reach the desired qualifications for them. Basically, psychomotor, cognitive and affective development is crucial for these ages. For cognitive development, children’s imagination, creativity, critical thinking skills and problem-solving abilities must be developed in preschool learning environments (MEB, 2013). For psychomotor development, the movement that requires eye and hand coordination is important. For verbal development, learning environment should supply the interaction within students and teacher. For affective development, students’ attitude toward technology should be supported. The learning environment should make contribution to these instructional goals for preschool education. According to the needs assessment, the instructional goal mentioned above includes all of the components that performance, learner, context and tools. It is important because Dick, Carey and Carey (2005) emphasize that needs assessment should be related directly with the goal. Also the context and tool choices should be the best solution to achieve the goal. Instructional goals for teachers are also important. Teacher education for new learning environment is required so training of teachers is also an issue.

3.2  Conducting instructional analysis

Instructional processes serve human to learn specific knowledge and obtain skills with the knowledge. After defining the main goal. To categorize the knowledge and skills, it will be appropriate to use domains of learning of Gagne (1985). Five domains will help designers to classify their goals, also mentioned in the systematic design for instruction model (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005). These are verbal information, intellectual skills (affective domain), psychomotor skills (behaviorist domain), attitudes and cognitive strategies.

For the learning context studied in this paper, there are several knowledge and skills in these domains, expected from students to get. These knowledge and skills were prepared according to the National Education Preschool Principles (MEB, 2013). The analysis process based on National Education Preschool Principles is important because it gives an objective approach instead of researcher’s subjective opinions about needs of target group (Gibbons, 1989). Some of the knowledge and skills are shown in the Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal Information</th>
<th>Intellectual Skills</th>
<th>Psychomotor Skills</th>
<th>Attitudes</th>
<th>Cognitive Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-They use proper verbs to the subject</td>
<td>-They express their own feelings and also others’</td>
<td>-They use soft materials and compose shapes with 2-3 parts</td>
<td>-They choose the right way according to their mind and feelings from the activities</td>
<td>-They combine the geometric shapes and create new shapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-They set statements with 6 or more words</td>
<td>-They can control their feelings</td>
<td>-They hold the pencil correctly</td>
<td>-They multiply with the numbers from 1 to 10 with objects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-They use conjunctions such as “because, after, before etc.”</td>
<td>-They are aware and conscious about social</td>
<td>-They can fold the papers.</td>
<td>-They make cause-effect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-They participate in a chat and talk fluently</td>
<td></td>
<td>-They can draw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Analysing learning environment components

When looked at the Dick, Carey and Carey’s (2005) instructional design model, there are some components to analyze the learner from different approaches. This is the same as common ADDIE model (Molenda, 2003), learner analysis step that makes designer to consider about learners characteristics. It is hard to make questionnaires or surveys to this age group (60-72 months), so learner analysis can be best applied with subject area experts and children’s instructors or families. In the Table 2 below, learner analysis components and some descriptive sample analyses and references were given to the make this part clear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry behaviors</th>
<th>This age group learns many of the concepts included in this study, at the preschool period of 48-60 months (from subject area experts)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior knowledge</td>
<td>For the each topic, their prior knowledge is learned for designing instruction (from their instructors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes toward content</td>
<td>They will have a positive attitude to each activity’s content (from their families)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic motivation</td>
<td>According to Keller (1987), the best way is talking about relevance with real-life, in here the subject was talked with families to analyze motivation level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational and ability level</td>
<td>These levels are taken from the Preschool Instructional Principles of National Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning preferences</td>
<td>These are also taken from the Preschool Instructional Principles for 60-72 months children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes toward training organization</td>
<td>They love to do things with their instructor because of their age, so they have a positive attitude to the training organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group characteristics</td>
<td>This part can be analyzed by the instructor, but when it is missed to make a heterogeneity classroom, how to do with the instruction should be analyzed again</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Learner Analysis

Another component of technology enhanced learning environment is teachers because this might be a new learning environment with teachers. Because of the age group, enhancing learning environment with technology will be a bit difficult and teachers will have some responsibilities. That’s why, analysing teacher’s level of technology acceptance and technology using capacity will be crucial and it will be improved in next step. For technology enhanced learning environment, the context should be appropriate for computer usage, internet connection, whiteboard and a small enough area for playing. According to Dick and Carey (2005), context should be compatible with classroom environment and adaptive, some components of the web-based media compensates these principles. For example pictures used in instruction can be resized according to the projection’s resolution. Another example is geometric algorithm shapes have magnets behind and they are compatible to stick on any whiteboard in any classroom.

3.4 Analysing instructor level of learning context
This is the missing component of Dick, Carey and Carey or Kemp, Morrison, Ross model, but it is as important as learner analysis because of the new and unknown approaches. There is an approach newly presented to the teachers and they need to use the learning environment properly to achieve affective learning. Therefore, preventing the misconception at first, instructor knowledge level of new learning context should be analysed and if there are missing concepts, pre-service or in-service trainings should be organized to teach the new approach first to the instructors. In previous studies, the importance of teacher ISD education has been stated. Hoogveld et al. (2001), Hoogveld, Paas and Jochems (2003) and Yang and Tang (2004), examined the team study effect and teacher ISD educations. They shared similar results that individual efforts, characteristics and different perspectives of members in an instructor team make the instructional design process better after ISD training. These studies show that educating the instructors also important and experts from different areas should work together in instructional design process.

In this step, instructor knowledge level, technology acceptance case, technology usage capacity should be considered and if there is need to training, it can be organized in development section together with developing materials and using them.

3.5 Writing performance objectives

After defining the instructional goals in analysis part, it is time to write the performance objectives expected from students. Dick, Carey and Carey (2005) mention that this the best-known component accepted by all instructional models and they emphasize the two main component in this section; condition and behaviour. Every knowledge level and skill should be defined in which condition it will be achieved. Kemp, Morrison and Ross (2004) also take into account the Mager and Beach’s Model (1967) about classifying objectives and writing in a meaningful manner. This model includes performance type and difficulty level. Using Mager and Beach’s model with the condition and behaviour components, this model will have an objectives part, shown in the Table 3 below. Only some of the performance objectives described in instructional analysis part have mentioned here in order to give the structure of the performance objectives component according to different types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Learning Difficulty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Given the cause</td>
<td>Say the effect</td>
<td>Speech (Cognitive)</td>
<td>Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asked about their family</td>
<td>Discuss own ideas together</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Performance objectives

3.6 Developing assessment instruments

For preschool students, learner-centred and performance based assessment approach (Baron, 1998) is used to assess learners whether they have achieved the desired goals or not. Baron (1998) states an effective assessment can enhance student learning performance. Because of the target group is preschool children, assessment strategies were determined to their development characteristics. According to the criterion-referenced assessment strategies (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005), there may be goal-centred, learner-centred, context-centred and assessment-centred criteria. We determined our assessment strategies combined from all of the criteria.

First, even portfolio is a powerful assessment tool, because of the target group age; it is not included in this study. Main assessment tool is observation of children during the instruction process. Instruction has four main components; problem statements, problem analysis, create solutions and pseudo coding. For each part of the instruction observation forms were prepared with subject area experts and in order to assess the skills during the instructional process. Interviews with teachers and parents is also important to get correct information about their skills, so after each instruction, a structured interview will be applied to teachers, and parents. Assessing the creativity of children, the TCT-DP (the test for creative-thinking, drawing production), prepared by Urban and Jellen (1996) will be applied.

3.7 Developing instructional strategy

Instructional strategy takes shape with the delivery system and content sequence (Dick, Carey and Carey,
2005). For technology enhanced learning environment, delivery way of the instruction is considered as teacher guided because of the target group. According to the Ministry of Education (MEB, 2013), teacher is crucial to deliver the basic principles and children can discover the new concepts with the guidance of their teacher. Children also need to rely on their teachers and this gives them the motivation of learning. So, in technology enhanced learning environment, instructor is the main person who conducts the process. With this view, behaviourist instructional strategies will be crucial. Also, technology enhanced learning environments will be fruitful for constructivist instructional strategies. Moreover, children’s imagination, creativity, critical thinking skills and problem-solving abilities must be developed in preschool learning environments (MEB, 2013). Instructional strategies should be developed by considering cognitive, constructivist and behaviourist learning approaches. Each one should be used in preschool level.

3.8 Developing and selecting instructional materials

Before the instruction process, the last component is developing and selecting instructional materials. Dick and Carey model gives the opportunity to develop or select the appropriate material. For technology enhanced learning environment, generally computer, internet connection and a white board are required. Moreover, preschool students are interested in touching some objects and learning environment should supply this. In these ages, students can usually think in concrete way so the materials should be concrete. If there are some abstract concepts, they should be supported by concrete objects.

3.9 Presenting the instruction

Dick and Carey’s systematic design of instruction model helps the designer to define the instructional strategies but a detailed content sequence should also be given as another component. For technology enhanced learning environment, presenting materials should be supported mostly with pictures, because 5 age children do not have reading and writing skills yet and they learn especially from visual materials. According to the basis of instructional message design principles (Fleming, 1993) and main conditions of learning except assessment component (Gagne, 1985), a sample content sequence with the functions such as gaining attention, informing learner of the objective, stimulating recall, presenting the stimuli, providing learner guidance and eliciting the performance.

3.10 Designing and conducting formative evaluation of instruction

If a researcher is developing an instruction, there should be a formative evaluation because of the probable problems during the instructions. Cronbach (1975) states that untested materials may cause decrease in learning so we have to improve our concept of formative evaluation. During the process of designing instruction, many formative evaluations with preschool students and teachers should be done. Observations forms for this evaluation will be appropriate because it is not possible to apply achievement test to students. It is just possible to observe their performance. Teachers will be crucial for this step. The interviews with teachers will be beneficial. They gave ideas about the usability of materials, effectiveness of materials and so on.

3.11 Revising instruction

According to the results of formative evaluation process, some regulations in instruction might be required.

3.12 Designing and conducting summative evaluation

Summative evaluation process includes outcomes analysis and management analysis (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005). It requires a large sample and measuring and evaluating the whole process of instructional design. In this step, organizations’ needs, resources, design of the learning environment, instructors, learners and learning outcomes should be considered (Dick, Carey and Carey, 2005).

4 CONCLUSION

This paper has emphasized an implementation of instructional systems development process to a technology enhanced learning environment for preschool education. Firstly, the importance of using ISD has been discussed. Then, the main characteristics of Dick, Carey and Carey systematic design of instruction (2005) is considered and according to needs of such learning design, it was chosen as most appropriate model with some updates. Within next parts of paper, the main purpose was discussing the application manner of the model. While implementing the model to a learning environment, the model has shown some limitations. As a designer of such learning environment, this is the main issue to adapt the model according to the needs. That’s why, in this study, Dick, Carey and Carey model has been revised according to special

needs of preschool education and technology enhanced learning environment.
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